
The circular which mandates inquiries afterThe circular which mandates inquiries after

homicide is evidence of a widespread socialhomicide is evidence of a widespread social

assumption that any history of any mentalassumption that any history of any mental

illness throws responsibility into doubt.illness throws responsibility into doubt.

The beneficent ideal of medicine assumesThe beneficent ideal of medicine assumes

that we take care of patients because theythat we take care of patients because they

cannot take care of themselves; it is onlycannot take care of themselves; it is only

recently that the assumed incapacity ofrecently that the assumed incapacity of

psychiatric patients has come to bepsychiatric patients has come to be

questioned.questioned.

Mitchell ends his book with an enter-Mitchell ends his book with an enter-

taining fantasy that Dr Jekyll is put on trialtaining fantasy that Dr Jekyll is put on trial

for taking a substance that allows Mr Hydefor taking a substance that allows Mr Hyde

to emerge. His argument deserves attention.to emerge. His argument deserves attention.

Although not always an easy read, his bookAlthough not always an easy read, his book

is thought provoking and I recommend it.is thought provoking and I recommend it.

Gwen AdsheadGwen Adshead Forensic Psychotherapist,Forensic Psychotherapist,
Broadmoor Hospital,Crowthorne,BerkshireBroadmoor Hospital,Crowthorne,Berkshire
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Everitt & Wessely are to be congratulatedEveritt & Wessely are to be congratulated

on producing an excellent guide toon producing an excellent guide to

help overcome the snags in clinical trialhelp overcome the snags in clinical trial

research. Clearly written and in an engross-research. Clearly written and in an engross-

ing style, the book is likely to become aing style, the book is likely to become a

classic textbook on clinical trials, and notclassic textbook on clinical trials, and not

just in psychiatry. The authors’ enthusiasmjust in psychiatry. The authors’ enthusiasm

and grasp of clinical trial research make forand grasp of clinical trial research make for

a gripping and insightful read.a gripping and insightful read.

The first chapter deals with the bleakThe first chapter deals with the bleak

history of non-evidence-based treatmenthistory of non-evidence-based treatment

of mental illness. The ‘slow march fromof mental illness. The ‘slow march from

dogmatic, even mystical, certainty todogmatic, even mystical, certainty to

proper scientific uncertainty’ is painfullyproper scientific uncertainty’ is painfully

described. Exorcism, bleeding, vomiting,described. Exorcism, bleeding, vomiting,

purging, spinning on a pivot, removal ofpurging, spinning on a pivot, removal of

teeth and tonsils all came into fashion, wereteeth and tonsils all came into fashion, were

taken up and then dropped. Chapter 2,taken up and then dropped. Chapter 2,

describing the slow move from expertdescribing the slow move from expert

opinion to the development of the clinicalopinion to the development of the clinical

trial, is liberally interspersed with illumi-trial, is liberally interspersed with illumi-

nating case histories and quotations: ‘thenating case histories and quotations: ‘the

plural of anecdote is not evidence’. Chap-plural of anecdote is not evidence’. Chap-

ters 3 and 4 cover the design and specialters 3 and 4 cover the design and special

problems of trials in psychiatry. As shownproblems of trials in psychiatry. As shown

by the typical Cochrane review, previousby the typical Cochrane review, previous

trials have generally been of poor method-trials have generally been of poor method-

ological quality, too small and have usedological quality, too small and have used

the wrong outcome measures. Everitt &the wrong outcome measures. Everitt &

Wessely note the overemphasis on symp-Wessely note the overemphasis on symp-

toms and recommend patient-ratedtoms and recommend patient-rated

functional outcome measures. For maxi-functional outcome measures. For maxi-

mum relevance, trials should be pragmatic,mum relevance, trials should be pragmatic,

and set as close to real-life clinical practiceand set as close to real-life clinical practice

as possible. Chapters on statistical analysisas possible. Chapters on statistical analysis

and systematic reviews are aimed also atand systematic reviews are aimed also at

non-statisticians and avoid being over-non-statisticians and avoid being over-

technical. The final chapter covers thetechnical. The final chapter covers the

arguments for, and against, clinical trialsarguments for, and against, clinical trials

in an objective and balanced way. Appen-in an objective and balanced way. Appen-

dices on practical issues are informativedices on practical issues are informative

and well-referenced.and well-referenced.

The book is well set out, with aThe book is well set out, with a

summary at the end of each chapter. It issummary at the end of each chapter. It is

excellently researched with many recentexcellently researched with many recent

references. It should be essential reading forreferences. It should be essential reading for

anyone involved in clinical trials in psy-anyone involved in clinical trials in psy-

chiatry, whether a researcher or a user ofchiatry, whether a researcher or a user of

research evidence. I would also recommendresearch evidence. I would also recommend

it to a much wider readership – it is one ofit to a much wider readership – it is one of

the very best books that has been written onthe very best books that has been written on

clinical trials.clinical trials.
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The title of this book turns out to be a bit ofThe title of this book turns out to be a bit of

a misnomer. Its main focus is on thea misnomer. Its main focus is on the

policies and progress of different countriespolicies and progress of different countries

in integrating comprehensive mental healthin integrating comprehensive mental health

services. Much less space in the book isservices. Much less space in the book is

devoted to human rights; there is nodevoted to human rights; there is no

comparative analysis of the countries orcomparative analysis of the countries or

any account of the policies of thoseany account of the policies of those

agencies with a global remit, such as theagencies with a global remit, such as the

World Health Organization and otherWorld Health Organization and other

United Nations agencies, or internationalUnited Nations agencies, or international

organisations such as the World Federationorganisations such as the World Federation

for Mental Health, the World Psychiatricfor Mental Health, the World Psychiatric

Association or Amnesty International; norAssociation or Amnesty International; nor

an overview of the influence of dictator-an overview of the influence of dictator-

ships, democratisation or public healthships, democratisation or public health

renewal on the evolution of mental healthrenewal on the evolution of mental health

services within countries.services within countries.

Most of the chapters provide straight-Most of the chapters provide straight-

forward descriptions of the history of theforward descriptions of the history of the

evolution of services, their current situationevolution of services, their current situation

and future aspirations and, as such, are ofand future aspirations and, as such, are of

considerable interest in their own right. Theconsiderable interest in their own right. The

UK chapter is somewhat disappointing,UK chapter is somewhat disappointing,

being a cursory and parochial antipsy-being a cursory and parochial antipsy-

chiatry, anti-government polemic whichchiatry, anti-government polemic which

thereby misses a golden opportunity tothereby misses a golden opportunity to

make a constructive dispassionate analysismake a constructive dispassionate analysis

of the levers and barriers to progress in theof the levers and barriers to progress in the

UK.UK.

Fortunately the other chapters are gen-Fortunately the other chapters are gen-

erally very informative, clearly written, anderally very informative, clearly written, and

helpful to readers from other parts of thehelpful to readers from other parts of the

world. For example, the Australian chapterworld. For example, the Australian chapter

contains an important analysis of thecontains an important analysis of the

development of mental health consumer-development of mental health consumer-

ism, and the need to ensure it does notism, and the need to ensure it does not

undermine the other important contribu-undermine the other important contribu-

tions to mental health policy, including ations to mental health policy, including a
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sense of community and a common culturalsense of community and a common cultural

heritage.heritage.

The book is largely focused on high-The book is largely focused on high-

(UK, USA, Australian) and middle-income(UK, USA, Australian) and middle-income

countries (China, Russia, Egypt and Brazil)countries (China, Russia, Egypt and Brazil)

with only one low-income country repre-with only one low-income country repre-

sented (Mozambique). The chapter onsented (Mozambique). The chapter on

Egypt is a particularly rewarding read,Egypt is a particularly rewarding read,

giving an overview of the Arab and Islamicgiving an overview of the Arab and Islamic

approaches to understanding mentalapproaches to understanding mental

health, as well as the development of thehealth, as well as the development of the

current service infrastructure and its futurecurrent service infrastructure and its future

developments. It summarises existing epi-developments. It summarises existing epi-

demiological information and also exploresdemiological information and also explores

some of the complex ethical issues aroundsome of the complex ethical issues around

removing homosexuality as a diagnosticremoving homosexuality as a diagnostic

category in these societies where it iscategory in these societies where it is

considered a sin which is otherwise subjectconsidered a sin which is otherwise subject

to significant societal sanction andto significant societal sanction and

punishment.punishment.

On the whole, an interesting book toOn the whole, an interesting book to

have on the bookshelf.have on the bookshelf.

Rachel JenkinsRachel Jenkins Director,World HealthDirector,World Health
Organization Collaborating Centre, Institute ofOrganization Collaborating Centre, Institute of
Psychiatry, De Crespigny Park,Denmark Hill,Psychiatry, De Crespigny Park,Denmark Hill,
London SE5 8AF,UKLondon SE5 8AF,UK
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